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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Members resolved a motion at full Council on the 11th July 2019 asking the 

Council to look at ways to reduce its carbon footprint. 

 

As such this report recommends the following: 

 

• That this committee commissions specialist external support to map the 

Council’s carbon footprint and develop a carbon reduction plan 

• That this committee allocates a maximum of £12,000 from the Council’s 

special projects reserve to support this work along with providing re-usable 

cups/glasses for staff, Members and visitors to the Council.  

• That this committee agrees that the Environment Committee become the 

Members Working Group, and will receive regular updates on the progress 

of this work and will approve the resultant carbon reduction plan and pass 

onto full Council for ratification  
 
 

 
 
1. BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 On the 11th July 2019 Full Council considered a Council Motion on lowering the 

Council’s Carbon footprint, and as a result it was resolved to: 

• To instruct the Chief Executive to explore measures aimed to 

prevent the unnecessary and wasteful use of single use plastics 

within GYBC owned buildings, and to encourage GYBC contractors 



to take similar steps. 

 

• That the Policy and Resources Committee will establish a working group 

to explore ways of lowering the council's carbon footprint. This working 

group should report to the Policy and Resources Committee, with a final 

report being presented to Full Council. 

 

• To instruct the leader to write to The Secretary of State, for Business, 

Energy and Industrial Strategy to reiterate our support for the renewable 

energy industry, and to encourage them to continue the Government's 

positive work supporting this important growth industry for Great 

Yarmouth. 

 
2. INTRODUCTION 
 

2.1 This report has been written to provide Members with an update regarding the 

Council’s ongoing work to eliminate single use plastics and delivery of other 

environmental initiatives, along with presenting Members with 

recommendations for establishing the Members working group. This report also 

includes a copy of the letter sent to the Secretary of State for Business, Energy 

and Industrial Strategy.  

 

3. CURRENT COUNCIL ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES  
 
3.1 The Council’s staff engagement group has established a green sub group 

which have developed a work plan for the Council. This workplan focusses on 

three environmental areas, the first being waste prevention and improved 

recycling, the second being to reduce the amount of single use plastics used in 

Council buildings with the third to lead by example in terms of “clean and green” 

civic pride.  

 

3.2 In terms of reducing the Council’s use of single use plastics initial work is 



focussing on working with caterers to avoid the use of disposable items such 

as cutlery and packaging, encouragement of staff to convert to reusable lunch 

wrappers and boxes and exploration of the provision of reusable cups for staff, 

members and visitors.  

 

3.3 With regards to the provision of reusable cups/glasses, work is in progress to 

understand the budget savings from not purchasing plastic drinking cups and 

how this could help off set the purchase of reusable cups/glasses and the 

provision of energy efficient dishwashers to enable these cups/glasses to be 

cleaned.  

 

3.4 Once these initial initiatives are completed, the green group are committed to 

identifying and delivering further environmental initiatives for the Council and 

wider Borough.  

 

3.5 It is also worth noting that in In November 2018 the Environment Committee 

resolved to support the work of the Norfolk Water Partnership by adopting the 

Courtauld Agreement aimed at reducing food waste across the county. The 

Courtauld Commitment 2025 is a voluntary agreement bringing together 

organisations across the food system to make food & drink production and 

consumption more sustainable. At its heart is a ten-year commitment to identify 

priorities, develop solutions and implement changes to cut the carbon, water 

and waste associated with food & drink by at least one-fifth in 10 years. 

 

3.6 In order to lead by example, the Council is introducing receptacles for food 

wastes generated by staff and visitors across the council’s offices starting with 

Greyfriars House and the Town Hall with food waste composted on-site. Whilst 

small-scale, the compost-like product produced i.e. a soil conditioner will then 

be used to maintain the Town Hall planters etc. 

 

 

 



4. MEMBERS WORKING GROUP – LOWERING OF THE COUNCIL’S 
CARBON FOOTPRINT 

 

4.1 Carbon footprint is defined as the total greenhouse gas emissions caused 

directly and indirectly by an individual, organisation, event or product. 

 

4.2 An organisations carbon footprint measures the greenhouse gas emissions 

from all the activities across the organisation, including energy used in 

buildings, industrial processes and company vehicles. The carbon footprint 

includes the measurement of emissions over the whole life of a product, from 

extraction of raw materials, to its manufacturing and through to its use and final 

reuse/disposal.  

 

4.3 In calculating an organisations carbon footprint it will help an organisation 

understand what its key emission sources are, how the organisation contributes 

to global emissions and what opportunities there are to reduce these 

emissions. A carbon reduction plan can then be developed to identify ways to 

reduce the organisations carbon footprint and limit emissions from future 

emissions. A carbon reduction plan can also be used to measure progress over 

time.  

 

4.4 Whilst the Council motion resolved to establish a Members working group to 

explore ways of lowering the Council’s footprint, it is recommended that 

external support is commissioned to undertake this work as such support will 

have the technical expertise in this area and be able to calculate the Council’s 

carbon footprint and develop a carbon reduction plan following detailed national 

guidance.  

 

4.5 As such it is further recommended that this committee agrees that the 

Environment Committee become the Members Working Group, and will receive 

regular updates on the progress of this work and will approve the resultant 

carbon reduction plan and pass onto full Council for ratification. 



 

5. LETTER TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR BUSINESS, ENERGY AND 
INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY  

 
5.1 Following on from the Council meeting on the 11th of July a letter was drafted 

and subsequently sent to the Secretary of state for business, energy and 

industrial strategy. A copy of this letter can be seen in Appendix A of this report. 

 

6. FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS  
 
6.1 Officers are in the process of obtaining quotes for the technical expertise 

required to undertake the Council’s calculation for its carbon footprint and the 

development of an associated carbon reduction plan. In addition to this it is 

likely that a small investment in purchasing reusable cup/glasses and energy 

efficient dishwashers will be required.  

 

6.2 It is therefore estimated that to complete this work, maximum funding totalling 

£12,000 would be required from the Council’s special projects reserve.  

 

6.2 A formal procurement process would subsequently be undertaken to select the 

company that would then calculate the Council’s carbon footprint and develop 

a carbon reduction plan on behalf of the organisation. 

 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

7.1 Members resolved a motion at full Council on the 11th July 2019 asking the 

Council to look at ways to reduce its carbon footprint. 

 

7.2 As such this report recommends the following: 

 

• That this committee commissions specialist external support to map the 

Council’s carbon footprint and develop a carbon reduction plan 



• That this committee allocates a maximum of £12,000 from the Council’s special 

projects reserve to support this work along with providing re-usable 

cups/glasses for staff, Members and visitors to the Council. 

• That this committee agrees that the Environment Committee become the 

Members Working Group, and will receive regular updates on the progress of 

this work and will approve the resultant carbon reduction plan and pass onto 

full Council for ratification  
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